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Preface 

The Sun of our solar system and all stars of the universe broadcast scalar energy throughout 

the universe. Thus, scalar energy is omnipresent.  

And that’s not all - scalar energy is also the carrier wave of all intelligence and information in 

the universe. Subsequently, it is responsible for all spiritual, mental, emotional, and physical 

activity in the universe.  

All physical forms in the universe are assembled and maintained by way of scalar energy. That 

is, scalar energy imparts a signature or harmonic that serves as the intelligence to assemble and 

maintain each physical structure. Furthermore, every physical form, including a 

photograph, possesses a scalar energy signature or harmonic that is unique. In short, every 

photograph is a scalar energy signature or harmonic of the person or object photographed. 

A photograph of a person or object serves as the intelligence for a scalar energy instrument 

to locate and subsequently broadcast scalar energy to that person or object instantaneously. 
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Broadcasting from the Stars 

By way of analogy, a scalar energy instrument is similar in function to a satellite. That is, a scalar 

energy instrument can locate and broadcast scalar energy to a person or object by way of a 

photograph; whereas, a satellite can locate and broadcast a radio or microwave signal to a cell 

phone tower, radio, TV, etc. Succinctly, a scalar energy instrument can treat a person or an 

object with scalar energy as a satellite can transmit an electromagnetic signal to an electronic 

device. The analogy below serves as a comparison of a scalar energy instrument to that of a 

satellite. 

Scalar Energy Instrument Satellite 

Type of Energy: Scalar Energy Radio and microwave signals 
(electromagnetic energy) 

Receives Energy: People or animals for treatment Cell phone towers, radios, TVs 

Means of Identification: Photograph of a person or animal Transponder 
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An Instantaneous Connection

In summation, a photograph of a person or an object serves as a point of reference or 

identification for a scalar energy instrument to broadcast scalar energy to that actual person or 

object. A photograph of a person or an object allows a scalar energy instrument to establish 

an instantaneous connection by way of the omnipresent scalar energy hologram. Simply 

stated, a photograph of a person or an object is incorporated into, and part of, the infinite 

scalar energy hologram.  

Furthermore, all physical forms are incorporated into, and part of, the infinite scalar energy 

hologram. Thus, the interconnection of all physical forms within a scalar energy hologram 

represents a dimension in which time and space are transcended. Scalar energy is the direct 

expression of the Universe, which serves to provide "dominion" over nature. May you be 
granted excellent health!
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About the Author 

Tom Paladino is a scalar energy researcher and has 25 plus years’ experience helping people 
with chronic pathogenic illness. 

Tom Paladino’s research and work with the scalar energy began during his undergraduate 

years. He was inspired by various scientists, i.e., Hieronymus, 
Moray, Priore’ and especially Nikola Tesla, as to the existence 
of an energy that is not of the electromagnetic spectrum. 

With this inspiration, he pursued a course of independent 
study in order to better understand and subsequently 

harness scalar energy. 

Scalar energy is also known as prana, chi, radiant energy, 
zero point energy, qi, orgone, eloptic. After years of 

experimentation and modification, Tom Paladino has 
developed a technique using scalar energy that will 
transmute pathogens quickly and painlessly. This technique 
facilitates the use of photographs of people who desire to 
have pathogens transmuted in their bodies. 

Tom Paladino developed a treatment process whereby he is able to administer the scalar 
energy reverse-phase angle harmonic of a pathogen, thereby causing that agent of infection to 
disassemble or fall apart. Scalar energy operates at the quantum level and is capable of 

disassembling all types of pathogens thus eliminating the causative agent of disease. Once the 
causative agent of a pathogenic disease has been eliminated the symptoms associated with 
that infection decrease or disappear altogether. 

Learn more at: http://tompaladinoscalarenergy.com/ 


